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Abstract—This paper addresses an optimal periodic training
signal design for frequency offset estimation in frequency-selective
multipath Rayleigh fading channels. For a fixed transmitted
training signal energy within a fixed-length block, the optimal pe-
riodic training signal structure (the optimal locations of identical
training subblocks) and the optimal training subblock signal are
presented. The optimality is based on the minimum Cramer–Rao
bound (CRB) criterion. Based on the CRB for joint estimation
of frequency offset and channel, the optimal periodic training
structure (optimality only in frequency offset estimation, not
necessarily in joint frequency offset and channel estimation) is
derived. The optimal training subblock signal is obtained by
using the average CRB (averaged over the channel fading) and
the received training signal statistics. A robust training structure
design is also presented in order to reduce the occurrence of
outliers at low signal-to-noise ratio values. The proposed training
structures and subblock signals achieve substantial performance
improvement.

Index Terms—Cramer–Rao bound (CRB), frequency offset esti-
mation, training signal design, training structure, zero autocorre-
lation (ZAC).

I. INTRODUCTION

TRAINING signals are commonly used in communications
systems for timing synchronization, frequency synchro-

nization, and channel estimation. Training signal design is an
important issue, since a proper design can significantly improve
the estimation performance and can drastically reduce the esti-
mation complexity.

In [1], periodic training sequences for channel equalization
were addressed, and zero autocorrelation (ZAC) sequences were
shown to be optimal for the cyclic convolution-type channel
equalization. Efficient computer search methods for the best pe-
riodic and aperiodic training sequences in least-squares channel
estimation were presented in [2]–[4] for several channel lengths
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and training sequence lengths. Constructions of optimal com-
plex sequences were discussed in [5]–[8] and references therein.
Recent treatments of the optimal training structure and training
signal design for channel estimation can be found in [9]–[11]
and references therein.

Training sequence design for timing synchronization was dis-
cussed in [12] in the context of the minimum-shift keying signal.
For timing synchronization, [13] presented the best patterns

for the training signal of the type
where represents a training subblock signal.

Regarding training design for frequency synchroniza-
tion, [14] addressed optimal training signals in additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels by minimizing the
Cramer–Rao bound (CRB). In [15], an optimal training signal
design for frequency offset estimation when the channel im-
pulse response (CIR) is perfectly known was presented. The
resulting training signal depends on the CIR. Optimal training
signal design for frequency offset estimation in frequency-se-
lective channels is not an easy task. This problem was addressed
in [16] by applying a minmax approach based on an asymptotic
CRB. The channel gains remain constant within the training
block, and the asymptotic CRB is obtained by setting the
training block length (in samples) . For a fixed channel
energy, the minmax approach minimizes the asymptotic CRB
for the worst-case channel response. The optimality of the
training signal from [16] is limited by the minmax approach
and the asymptotic CRB, but [16] does provide a neat solution
to a long-standing problem. It is also noted that due to the
fixed channel energy constraint, the channel fading effect is
not included in the training signal design of [16]. Hence, the
optimal training signal design for frequency offset estimation
in frequency-selective fading channels is still an open problem,
which will be addressed in this paper.

Recently, in [17], the authors of [16] nicely extended their
minmax approach in minimizing the asymptotic CRB to the
problem of training signal design for joint estimation of fre-
quency offset and CIR. The estimation errors of frequency offset
and CIR are equally weighted in their design criterion. Since the
estimation error effects of frequency offset and CIR on the bit-
error rate (BER) may not be equal, finding the optimal weighting
between estimation errors of frequency offset and CIR and de-
signing the corresponding optimal training signal still constitute
a delicate open problem. In this paper, we focus on the training
signal design for the frequency offset estimation. This gives the
best design for the systems which use separate training signals
for estimation of frequency offset and CIR (in receivers with
low complexity, small delay, and small buffer size). We also
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evaluate, by simulation, the error performance using the same
proposed training signal for estimation of both frequency offset
and CIR, and present the advantages of our proposed training
signal.

For the ease of estimation complexity, we consider periodic
training signals consisting of several identical subblocks. Peri-
odic training signals have been extensively used in practice (e.g.,
GSM, IEEE 802.11a, 802.15, 802.16). In this paper, we will an-
swer the following question: “For a fixed transmitted training
signal energy, what is the optimal periodic training structure
(the locations of the training subblocks) within a fixed-length
block, and what is the optimal training signal (of a subblock) that
gives the minimum CRB of the frequency offset estimation in
frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh fading channels?” We
will address the question in two steps. In the first step, we will
find the optimal training structure for a fixed block length and a
fixed received training signal energy. In the second step, we will
investigate the optimal training signal (of a subblock) for a fixed
transmitted training signal energy in a frequency-selective mul-
tipath Rayleigh fading channel. The combination of the results
from the two steps will give the solution to the above question.
Also note that although the CRB of the frequency offset esti-
mation adopted in this paper is based on the joint estimation of
frequency offset and CIR, we only consider training design for
frequency offset estimation, and hence, the optimality is only
for frequency offset estimation, not necessarily for joint estima-
tion of frequency offset and CIR.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the signal model and the CRB. Section III presents the
optimal periodic training structure. In Section IV, the optimal
training signal (of a subblock) is addressed. Simulation results
and discussions are provided in Section V. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section VI.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND CRB

We consider a wide-sense-stationary uncorrelated-scattering
frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel characterized by
uncorrelated complex baseband tap gains

and tap spacing of symbol duration . The channel is as-
sumed to be quasi-static, where the tap gains remain essentially
constant over the block length . The complex baseband re-
ceived signal sampled at the symbol rate can be expressed as

(1)

where is the carrier frequency offset normalized by the symbol
rate , are the uncorrelated zero-mean circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian noise samples, each having a vari-
ance of , and are the channel output signal samples
which are related to the transmitted signal samples1

as

(2)

1Although we do not need s(�L) to obtain the intersymbol interference (ISI)-
free received samples in (1), s(�L) is included for convenience and consistency
with the considered context of the periodic training signal consisting of (P +1)
identical subblocks of lengthL samples each. The ISI-affected received samples
r(�L); . . . ; r(�1) are discarded.

In matrix form, the received signal vector is expressed as

(3)

where

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

and represents a diagonal matrix of the speci-
fied diagonal elements. The covariance matrices for
and are given by and

, where trace
is set to unity and is the identity matrix. The

superscripts and represent the transpose and Hermitian
transpose, respectively.

If are known training signal samples, then the CRB for
derived for the joint estimation of and based on the received
vector is given by [18]

CRB (10)

where

(11)

(12)

Note that we have used the notation CRB to reflect that the
CRB is just for a given channel realization . We will call it a
snapshot CRB in this paper, since it corresponds to a snapshot
channel realization.

If the whole training block of length sam-
ples is constructed by repeating the same training signal sub-
block of length samples, then is obtained by -fold stacking
the submatrix as

(13)

where is the Kronecker product, is the all-one column
vector of length , and is an circulant matrix with
elements

(14)

and means modulo . The snapshot CRB for the
periodic training signal with an arbitrary circulant is derived
in Appendix A. For a full-rank , the snapshot CRB can be
simplified as

CRB
SNR

CRB (15)
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where SNR denotes the snapshot signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and is defined by

SNR (16)

The snapshot CRB depends only on SNR for fixed values of
and . Hence, CRB can be considered as CRB , the

CRB conditioned on the snapshot SNR of the received training
signal, as shown in (15).

III. OPTIMAL PERIODIC TRAINING STRUCTURE

Periodic training signals are commonly used in practice due
to their advantage of complexity reduction in estimation. For
example, using a periodic training signal block, which consists
of subblocks of length samples each, rather than a
nonperiodic training signal block of the same length

, would reduce the estimation complexity approxi-
mately by a factor of [18]. For the same reason, we consider
periodic training signals in this paper. Our interest is to find
an optimal periodic training structure that gives the minimum
(snapshot) CRB for a fixed .

The problem is formulated as follows. “For a block with a
fixed length of samples, which may contain training
signals only or both training and data signals, and for a fixed re-
ceived training signal energy , what is the best periodic training
signal structure?” This problem is divided into two subprob-
lems. In the first subproblem, we will investigate the best struc-
ture consisting of identical training signal subblocks of length

, i.e., we have to find the best locations of identical
training subblocks within the block of length
samples. In the second subproblem, we will find the best value
of .

Note that the frequency offset estimation is based on all
training subblocks which are identical at the channel output
(before being affected by the noise and frequency offset). Non-
identical channel output training subblocks are discarded. Let

be the number of training subblocks used in the estimation.
If all subblocks are consecutively located as one group,
the first training subblock is not preceded by a training sub-
block, while each of the remaining training subblocks is. Then
the first channel-output subblock is not identical to the other
channel-output training subblocks and is discarded. So, we have

. If subblocks form two groups of consecutive
subblocks, where data or null signals are located between the
two groups, then , since the first subblock of each
group is discarded in the estimation. In general, if there are
groups of consecutive training subblocks, we have .
Hence, forming more groups of consecutive training subblocks
(a group may contain one or more consecutive subblocks) will
result in a larger loss of training energy used in the estimation.

Fig. 1 depicts a structure consisting of several identical
training subblocks and data or null subblocks. The indexes of
transmitted training subblocks in the figure are ( 1, 0, 1), ,
and ( , ). The subblocks with indexes , and

are discarded, and hence, the observation vector contains

Fig. 1. Arbitrary periodic training structure illustrating the subblocks with in-
dexes [i ; i ; . . . ; i ] used in the estimation. (The patterned subblocks are
data or null signals, and the remaining subblocks are the transmitted training
subblocks. The dark-shaded subblocks are not included in the observation vector
of the estimation.)

the subblocks with indexes (0, 1), , and . So, a general
training structure can be defined by the observation vector’s
subblock location index vector . The
subblock indexes within the block are from to and
hence, in general, we have , , and
for . The observation vector can be given by

(17)

where

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

and is the th column of . Note that and
is given by (14), with representing

one training subblock.
The corresponding snapshot CRB can be given by (see Ap-

pendix A for details)

CRB
SNR

(22)

For a general training structure consisting of
identical training subblocks, the best training structure is deter-
mined by

CRB (23)

where the vector is of variable length ,
, and it contains the location indexes of the subblocks

used in the estimation. Note that for each fixed value of , there
are several different ’s corresponding to different loca-
tion index vectors. In the following, the solution to (23) will be
pursued.

In [14], the optimal training signal for frequency offset es-
timation in an AWGN channel with an arbitrary phase shift
was presented for the constraints of a fixed total training signal
energy , a fixed block length of (samples), and a peak
training sample energy . For a training signal vector

with , the CRB for frequency
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offset estimation in the AWGN channel with an arbitrary phase
shift is given by

CRB (24)

and the optimal training signal that minimizes the above CRB
while satisfying the peak training sample energy constraint

is determined by the following optimal
training sample energy allocation [14]:

if

if and
is an odd integer.

(25)
Define

(26)

if
otherwise

(27)

(28)

Then (22) can be expressed as

CRB
SNR

(29)

Hence, finding the best subblock indexes becomes finding that
minimizes (29). By setting , , and in
(24), we observe that (29) and (24) have exactly the same form,
except that (29) has an additional constraint of .
The search range of is just a subset of the search range of in
minimizing the corresponding CRBs. Since the optimal solution
of given by (25) is within the search range of , it is also
the optimal solution of for a fixed even , where

. Similarly, for a fixed odd , where , the
optimal locations of the subblocks are given by (25), and
the remaining subblock location is either or

(c.f. [14, App. A]).2 Also note that if the remaining
subblock is not located at either or , it
cannot be used in the estimation. We simply skip since
it corresponds to the case where no training signal is used in
the estimation. By substituting the optimal subblock location
indexes into (22), we obtain that the snapshot CRB is smaller
for a larger even , and the snapshot CRB for is
smaller than that for , where is an integer and

. Consequently, the solution for gives the
smallest snapshot CRB within . Hence, the best

2It shows that changing an arbitrary training structure into the structure of the
type (30), (33), or (34), whereK is replaced by U for the considered situation,
always decreases the CRB in (24), and hence, the snapshot CRB in (29).

training structure for and is given by its
subblock location index vector as follows:3

(30)

The corresponding snapshot CRB is obtained by substituting
(30) into (22) as

CRB
SNR

(31)
The only possible value left to check is ,
which corresponds to the structure with consecutively located
subblocks whose index vector is

. The snapshot CRB for is given by
(15), with replaced by as

CRB
SNR

(32)
A straightforward comparison between (31) and (32), together
with for (31), yields that the snapshot CRB for

is larger than that for . Hence, for
, the best training structure is given by in (30).

If the block contains an odd number of training subblocks,
say subblocks, applying a similar approach for
the case of an odd and , we obtain the best
location index vectors for and as
follows:4

(33)

(34)

A direct calculation after substituting the indexes from (33) and
(34) into (22) shows that both structures give the same perfor-
mance. The only possible value left is , which is
the structure with consecutively located subblocks, and its snap-
shot CRB is given by (15) with replaced by . By a
direct comparison between the corresponding snapshot CRBs,
we find that the structure in (33) or (34) has a smaller snapshot
CRB than the structure for . Hence, both ’s
represent the best location index vectors for the
case.

Now, we investigate what value of gives minimum snap-
shot CRB. We observe that there always exists a training
structure with an even number of training signal subblocks
which gives a smaller snapshot CRB than the structure with an
odd number of training signal subblocks (see Appendix B for
details). Hence, it is sufficient to consider an even number of
training subblocks, i.e., .

3Note that when P = 2K + 1 and U = 2K , we do not need to discard
the subblock with index (P � K � 1) in (30) since all subblocks are now
consecutively located, and thus we have U = 2K + 1 instead of U = 2K . In
this case, the proposed structure is the same as the conventional structure.

4For P = 2K +2, we do not need to discard the subblock with index (P �
K�1) in (33) or (P�K�2) in (34), and consequently, the proposed structure
becomes the conventional structure with U = P = 2K + 2.
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Next, we investigate what value of is the best for a block
with a fixed length of samples, a fixed total received
training energy , and a fixed noise variance . Equation (31)
can be expressed as

CRB (35)

where

(36)

The best value of is determined by

(37)

which can easily be obtained by numerical evaluation. An an-
alytical solution for is presented in Appendix C. Note that
since is independent of SNR , the best value holds
for any SNR and hence, for fading channels as well. The op-
timal periodic training structure is now given by (30) with
replaced by .

IV. OPTIMAL TRAINING SUBBLOCK SIGNAL

In the previous section, we designed the optimal periodic
training structure for a fixed block length and a fixed received
training signal energy. Although the channel dispersion effect
is included in the design, the channel fading effect is excluded
from the design due to the condition of the fixed received
training signal energy. The snapshot CRB, which is a function
of the (snapshot) received training signal energy, was used in
the training structure design. In this section, we adopt mini-
mizing the average CRB as the training design criterion in order
to include the channel fading effect. The average CRB is the
average of the snapshot CRB over the received signal energy
statistics (or equivalently, over the fading channel statistics).
Note that the average CRB corresponds to the extended Miller
and Chang bound (EMCB) proposed in [19], where it was
reported that EMCB can sometimes be tighter than the CRB.5

We will investigate the effect of the channel fading on the
average CRB, and we will find an optimal training signal within
a training subblock so that the average CRB is minimized.
We consider a frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh fading
channel. The problem can be formulated as follows: “For a fixed
transmitted energy of a periodic training signal composed
of several identical training subblocks with the subblock energy

, what is the best training subblock signal that minimizes
the average CRB in a frequency-selective multipath Rayleigh
fading channel?”

5EMCB is tighter than the hybrid CRB, modified CRB, MCB, and asymptotic
CRB, but its application is restricted to locally unbiased estimators, i.e., those
estimators that are unbiased for all values of the nuisance parameters [19]. We
use a best linear unbiased estimation (BLUE) method which is locally unbiased
regardless of the channel conditions at the SNRs of practical interest, given that
the frequency offset is within the estimation range of the method.

The multipath channel fading causes fluctuation of the re-
ceived training signal energy (although the long-term average
or the expected value of the received training signal energy is
fixed), which, in turn, affects the average CRB. To minimize
the average CRB, the training signal should be designed such
that the received training signal energy fluctuation is minimized.
This fact will be proven later. In the context of a periodic training
signal, only one training subblock needs to be considered in the
training signal design.

Define the following:

(38)

which represents the (snapshot) energy of one received training
subblock. Then for a given periodic training structure, we know
from (22) that

CRB CRB (39)

where

(40)

In a multipath Rayleigh fading channel,
are complex Gaussian random variables.

The probability density function (pdf) of can be given by

(41)

where is a Chi-square pdf with degrees of freedom
(DOFs), is the number of nonzero distinct eigenvalues
of , and is the multiplicity of (see Ap-
pendix D for details on the parameters and derivation). The av-
erage CRB is defined as

CRB CRB (42)

where is typically zero. Note that if one wants a more practical
performance limit, then can be set to a positive value relating
to the receiver sync detection threshold. After some manipula-
tion, we obtain

CRB

(43)
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where is the exponential integral function and
is the cumulative distribution function of a Chi-square random
variable with DOFs, respectively defined by

(44)

(45)

Then the best training signal is determined by the parameters
that minimize the average CRB as

CRB

constraints trace

(46)

However, solving the above problem appears to be intractable.
Hence, in the following, we resort to a simpler approach using
an approximate average CRB. If are
circularly symmetric, independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.), then is a summation of i.i.d. Chi-square random
variables and is a Chi-square random variable with DOFs. If

are correlated, then is a summation
of correlated Chi-square random variables which can be well
approximated by a Gamma random variable with the parameter

(see [20] and references therein). The Gamma distribution is
a generalization of the Chi-square distribution in that is an
integer (representing the DOFs) in the latter, but can be any pos-
itive real number in the former. In our case, . The mean
and variance of are given by and ,
where the values of and depend on the training signal,
but is a constant repre-
senting the transmitted energy of one training subblock. Then
the approximate average CRB in the multipath Rayleigh fading
channel can be given by

CRB

(47)

where and we have used .
Equation (47) indicates that the larger fluctuation of the re-

ceived training signal energy (larger ) causes the larger av-
erage CRB in the multipath Rayleigh fading channel. In other

words, the training signal which gives the minimum fluctua-
tion of the received training signal energy is the optimal training
signal.

After some calculation, the variance of is given by (see
Appendix E for details)

(48)

where is the th element of . Note
that represents the periodic autocorrelation matrix of the
training signal and
for all and , hence, all terms (except

) in (48) have real nonnegative values. From (48), it is
clear that is minimized when for . In
other words, the training signal which possesses zero periodic
autocorrelation for any nonzero correlation lag (usually referred
to as a ZAC signal) minimizes the received training signal en-
ergy fluctuation in the multipath Rayleigh fading channel. Com-
bining this result with that of (47) implies that the ZAC training
signals are optimal for frequency offset estimation in multipath
Rayleigh fading channels.

For ZAC training signals, (48) becomes

(49)

and the corresponding average CRB is given by

CRB (50)

From (49) and (50), we observe that for ZAC training signals,
, and hence, CRB just depend on the transmitted energy and

the channel power delay profile, not on the detailed characteris-
tics of the training signals (except the ZAC property). Note that
the variance of can also be obtained from (D-2) as

(51)

where are eigenvalues of [see (D-1) and
(D-4)].

For single-carrier systems, constant amplitude ZAC
(CAZAC) sequences will be a preferred choice for op-
timal training subblock signals. The construction of CAZAC
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sequences can easily be found in the literature (e.g., [6] and
references therein). Since is an circulant matrix, it
can be diagonalized by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix as

(52)

where is a diagonal matrix containing eigenvalues of and
is the -point unitary DFT matrix. The ZAC property of the

time-domain signal can be expressed as

(53)

Substituting (52) into (53) gives

(54)

For orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) sys-
tems, the ZAC property of a time-domain subblock signal can
be related to its frequency-domain counterpart as follows. Let

be the -point (unitary) DFT of the time-do-
main training signal . Then it can be proven
that . Together with (54), we
can conclude that the ZAC property of the optimal time-domain
subblock signal translates to the frequency-
domain property that is constant for all . An optimal ZAC
time-domain subblock signal for OFDM systems can then be
generated by the -point inverse (I)DFT of
where have equal energy. The phase of can be de-
signed to achieve low peak-to-average energy ratio (PAR) of the
training signal (to avoid nonlinear distortion at the power ampli-
fier). For example, a CAZAC sequence will give a very low
PAR, since the low correlation property of frequency-domain
subcarrier symbols translates into low PAR of the time-domain
signal.

It is worth noting that the ZAC property of the proposed
training signal also satisfies , the optimality cri-
terion of the least-squares (also maximum likelihood, in this
case) channel estimation (see [11]). Hence, the proposed sub-
block signal is optimal for estimation of both frequency offset
and channel. On the other hand, the proposed training structure
sacrifices energy of one subblock if compared with the conven-
tional training structure with consecutive identical subblocks.
Although the proposed structure is the best for frequency offset
estimation, it may not be the best for the channel estimation
due to the energy loss. As discussed before, the best training
structure and signal for estimation of both frequency offset and
channel is a delicate open problem and is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, in the following section, we evaluate the
estimation performance and data error performance for the sys-
tems using the same training signal in estimation of both fre-
quency offset and channel, and show that the proposed training
structure with a ZAC signal gives a better BER result than the
conventional training structure with a ZAC signal.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Parameters

The channel is assumed to have an exponential power delay
profile with a 3 dB per tap decaying factor. We assume that the
channel gains remain unchanged over a block of length
samples (i.e., ) where the channel length is 16 sam-
ples, unless stated otherwise.

We first evaluate various training structures which have the
same total transmitted training energy and are composed
of identical training subblocks of length samples each. The
conventional structure contains consecutive identical
subblocks. The first subblock is discarded and the remaining
subblocks are used in the estimation. The proposed structure
is the one in which the first and the last subblocks are
training signals and training subblocks are used in the esti-
mation. Note that the conventional structure with cor-
responds to the training signal structure proposed in [21] as an
improvement over the IEEE 802.11a training structure. Next, we
evaluate several training subblock signals, namely, a CAZAC
sequence, a bipolar -sequence (one bit appended to have an
even length and a full-rank training matrix), the IEEE
802.11a short preamble, the all-one sequence, an alternating 1
sequence, and a full-rank, non-ZAC signal (the eigenvalues of
the corresponding training matrix are proportional to where

).
The frequency offset estimation method of [22] (Method-B)

is used in the evaluation of the training structures. For very
low SNR, the initial frequency offset compensation of [22] is
done by the method of [21] as it gives a slightly better perfor-
mance than the initial frequency offset estimator of [22]. The
results are presented for different values of .
For the proposed structure with and the conventional
structure with , equals SNR. We set the normal-
ized frequency offset (For an OFDM system with
64 subcarriers, this frequency offset corresponds to 0.4 times
the subcarrier spacing.) The simulation results are obtained by

independent channel realizations unless stated otherwise.
For BER evaluation, we consider an OFDM system (for the
sake of low-complexity equalization) with 64 subcarriers, and
each packet contains a training signal and 20 OFDM data sym-
bols with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation. For
coded BER performance, we use the industrial standard rate
1/2, constraint length 7, convolutional code with the generator
matrix , and two-stage interleaver from [26]. We
applied the soft-decision Viterbi decoding with branch metric

where and are the re-
ceived subcarrier symbol and corresponding channel gain esti-
mate after the deinterleaver, and represent the
two output symbols on the considered trellis branch.

B. Discussion on the Training Structure

Fig. 2 presents the advantage of the proposed structure over
the conventional structure in terms of the snapshot CRB. Under
the same training signal energy constraint, a larger , which
corresponds to more system resource (time duration), gives a
better result for the conventional structure. When both structures
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Fig. 2. Snapshot CRB of the normalized frequency offset estimation with dif-
ferent periodic training structures.

Fig. 3. Snapshot CRB for different periodic training structures as a function of
K (for the conventional structure, K = 2K + 1).

use the same system (time) resource (i.e. when ),
the advantage of the proposed structure is quite significant.

In Fig. 3, the snapshot CRBs for both structures using the
same system resource are plotted as a function of where

. The advantage of the proposed structure is more
significant for smaller . For the conventional structure, a larger

gives better performance which improves significantly as
increases. For the proposed structure, there is an optimal

value (in this case, it is four), and any decrease or increase from
the optimal value results in a slight performance degradation.
However, the performance differences for different values in
the proposed structure are not as significant as they are in the
conventional structure. Optimal values for several values
are plotted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of the normalized fre-
quency offset estimation mean-square errors (MSEs) in the con-
sidered frequency-selective fading channel for both structures
(with CAZAC subblock signal). At high SNR, the proposed
structure achieves a better MSE result than the conventional
structure and the optimal value gives a slightly better per-
formance than . But at low SNR, yields a better
result. At low SNR, the proposed structure with a smaller

Fig. 4. Optimal value of K versus P for the optimal training structure con-
taining (2K + 2) subblocks within the block length of P + 1 subblocks. (The
plot is continuous from the right, e.g., at P = 34,K = 4.)

Fig. 5. Normalized frequency offset estimation MSE for different periodic
training structures.

gives a larger MSE than the conventional structure.6 This can be
explained by the frequency offset estimation likelihood metrics
of the different training structures. The proposed structure has
a sharper mainlobe of the likelihood metric trajectory (which
gives better estimation accuracy) but it also has larger sidelobes
which result in a large estimation error when the received signal
is in deep fade. Since the differences in snapshot CRB for the
proposed structure with different values are not significant,
the large sidelobe effect of the proposed structure suggests that
for a robust performance, a larger value than the optimal one
should be used in practice. On the other hand, a larger value
requires more system resource (time duration).

A robust design is given in Appendix G (similar to the de-
sign in [23] except with different metric) where is chosen
such that the sidelobe peak of the estimation metric is less than
0.75 of the mainlobe peak. satisfies this design criterion.
It should be noted that the sidelobe effect (or outlier) would be
smaller for practical systems since the packet in deep fade would
not be detected and the corresponding outlier present in the sim-
ulation would not be observed in practice. Another practical de-
sign issue is the value of which should be chosen such that
the channel is time-invariant over the subblocks.

The uncoded BER simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 for
both structures (SNR in this case). The proposed
structure gives a better BER peroformance. It should be noted

6A similar effect occurs in the training design of [14] for AWGN channel.
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Fig. 6. Uncoded BER performance obtained with different training structures.

Fig. 7. Coded BER performance obtained with different training structures
(rate-1/2 convolutional code).

that even though the proposed structure with gives a
larger frequency offset estimation MSE than the conventional
structure, it achieves a better BER. The reason can be explained
by the pdf of the frequency offset estimation error shown in
Fig. 8 (obtained by simulation). The proposed structure with

gives a more accurate estimate most of the time, but
occasional outliers due to its large likelihood metric sidelobes
cause large errors resulting in a larger MSE than the conven-
tional structure. The relationship between BER and frequency
offset estimation MSE is nonlinear and the effect of occasional
outliers is less significant on BER than on MSE. This results in
a better BER performance for the proposed structure.

The coded BER results are plotted in Fig. 7 where (of
the information bit) is 3 dB larger than the SNR due to rate-1/2
coding with BPSK modulation. The proposed structure brings
in a much greater BER performance gain in coded systems than
it does in uncoded systems over the conventional structure. In
particular, at high SNR, although the uncoded BERs of the two
structures are quite close, the performance gap for the coded
BER between the two structures is quite significant. This fact
illustrates the significant impact of frequency offset estimation
accuracy on the soft-decision Viterbi decoding.

Fig. 8. PDF (obtained by simulation) of the normalized frequency offset esti-
mation error for different training structures.

Fig. 9. Average CRB of the normalized frequency offset estimation for dif-
ferent training structures with different subblock signals in a multipath Rayleigh
fading channel.

C. Discussion on the Training Subblock Signal

Fig. 9 presents average CRBs corresponding to several sub-
block signals for the proposed structure with and the
conventional structure with . The results are obtained
from simulation runs. The proposed subblock signal (ZAC
signal or a full-rank training matrix with constant amplitude
eigenvalues) performs the best. Both the -sequence and the
802.11a short preamble have correlation properties very close
to the ZAC property, hence their average CRBs are almost the
same as the average CRB of the CAZAC sequence. The average
CRB for the full-rank, non-ZAC sequence is also close to that
of the CAZAC sequence. The other two subblock signals have a
large autocorrelation and hence, their average CRBs are signifi-
cantly larger than the average CRB of the CAZAC sequence. In
Fig. 10, the normalized frequency offset estimation MSEs cor-
responding to several training subblock signals are presented.
The MSE performance follows the same trend as the average
CRB.

The LS channel estimation MSEs (simulation results) ob-
tained with several training subblock signals are plotted in
Fig. 11 for both training structures. The theoretical channel
estimation MSE is given in Appendix F. Note that the signal
dimension within which the LS method operates equals the
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Fig. 10. Normalized frequency offset estimation MSE of different training sub-
block signals in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel.

Fig. 11. Channel estimation MSE of different training subblock signals in a
multipath Rayleigh fading channel.

rank of the training matrix. Since the 802.11a short preamble,
the all-one sequence, and the alternating 1 sequence are
rank-deficient, their MSEs are dominated by the errors due
to the missing channel coefficients from the missing dimen-
sions, hence causing MSE floors [see also the first term of
(F-7)]. Since the ZAC property is the optimality criterion for
the LS method, the CAZAC sequence gives the best MSE
performance. Although the full-rank, non-ZAC signal has a full
rank, thus no MSE floor, the eigenvalues of the corresponding
training matrix is far away from the optimal values (constant
amplitude eigenvalues) resulting in a large MSE [see also the
second term of (F-7)].

The uncoded BER results corresponding to several training
subblock signals are shown in Fig. 12 for both training struc-
tures. The proposed ZAC subblock signal gives the best BER.
Since the autocorrelation property of the -sequence used is
very close to the ZAC property, the corresponding BER is close
to that of CAZAC sequence. A larger BER degradation is ob-
served for a subblock signal with autocorrelation property less
similar to the ZAC property.

The coded BER results for several training subblock signals
are presented in Fig. 13. Similar to uncoded BER results,
the CAZAC sequence gives the best performance for both
structures. A difference from the uncoded BER results is that
the IEEE 802.11a preamble gives a substantial improvement

Fig. 12. Uncoded BER performance of different training subblock signals in a
multipath Rayleigh fading channel.

Fig. 13. Coded BER performance of different training subblock signals in a
multipath Rayleigh fading channel (rate-1/2 convolutional code).

in coded systems (due to its closeness to ZAC property, the
optimal subblock signal criterion for frequency offset estima-
tion). Another observation is that the advantage of the optimal
training subblock signal is slightly greater with the proposed
structure than with the conventional structure.

D. Effect of Channel Order Mismatch

Next, we investigate the effect of mismatch in the number of
actual channel taps and the design value for used in the es-
timation of frequency offset and channel. We use a fixed design
value of 16 with various values. The normalized frequency
offset estimation MSE, the channel estimation MSE, and the
BER results are plotted, respectively, in Figs. 14–16 for both
training structures using the CAZAC subblock signal. No sig-
nificant performance loss is observed for the mismatched value
of .

From Figs. 14–16, we can also compare the proposed struc-
ture and the conventional structure both using CAZAC sub-
block signal and the same system resource (the same number
of training subblocks transmitted). The proposed structure has
a significantly better frequency offset estimation MSE (except
at low SNR) but a slightly larger channel estimation MSE (for
larger , the difference is not noticeable) due to the training
energy loss associated with the proposed structure. In terms of
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Fig. 14. Normalized frequency offset estimation MSE of several training sig-
nals with mismatched L values in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel (The
design value for L is 16.)

Fig. 15. Channel estimation MSE of different training subblock signals with
mismatched L values in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel (the design value
for L is 16.)

Fig. 16. Uncoded BER performance of different training signal structures with
mismatched L values in a multipath Rayleigh fading channel (the design value
for L is 16.)

BER performance, the proposed structure gives a better result
which is more significant for the coded BER.

E. Discussion on Closed Form (Approximate) Average CRB

Another contribution in this paper is a simple closed form (ap-
proximate) average CRB in multipath Rayleigh fading channels.
For ZAC (optimal) signals, our closed form average CRB given
in (50) is the exact expression. For non-ZAC signals, it is an ap-
proximate expression [easily computed from (47) and (51)] and

Fig. 17. Comparison of the closed form (approximate) average CRB, the av-
erage CRB obtained by simulation, and the snapshot CRB for the proposed
training structure with K = 4.

is not applicable for the rank-one training matrix . We evalu-
ated the average CRB in the multipath Rayleigh fading channel
by Monte Carlo simulation (i.e., average of the snapshot CRBs
over independent channel realizations) and compared with our
closed-form CRB. The results are plotted in Fig. 17. The com-
monly used snapshot CRB is also included in the comparison.
We observe that the closed-form CRBs match the simulation
results better than the snapshot CRB does. The snapshot CRB
serves as a lower bound for the average CRB. For non-ZAC
signals, the approximate closed-form results are observed to be
slightly larger than the simulation results, but they give a better
approximation to the average CRB than the snapshot CRB.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a periodic training signal design for fre-
quency offset estimation in a multipath fading channel in terms
of the optimal periodic training structure (the optimal locations
of identical training signal subblocks) and the optimal training
subblock signal. The proposed training structure contains

identical training subblocks each having length samples
(the channel length) located at the beginning and the remaining

identical training subblocks located at the end of the
block interval during which the channel remains unchanged.
The optimal value of can be easily computed and gives the
best results at high SNR. We also presented a robust design
for value to reduce the occurrence of outliers at low SNR.
The optimal training subblock signal has a ZAC property which
results in the minimum fluctuation of received energy in fre-
quency-selective Rayleigh fading channels which in turn trans-
lates into the minimum average CRB. A simple closed-form av-
erage CRB (exact for ZAC signals and a good approximate for
non-ZAC signals) in multipath Rayleigh fading channels is also
presented which gives a better bound than the common snap-
shot CRB. Both the training structure and the subblock signal
characteristics are important since large deviations from the op-
timal structure or optimal subblock signal characteristics re-
sult in large performance degradation. In light of the existing
training structures and subblock signals, the proposed training
structure will have a greater impact on the estimation improve-
ment since the existing training subblock signals already have
ZAC or close-to-ZAC properties. Finally, we observed that the
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advantages of the proposed training structure and the proposed
training subblock signal over conventional ones are greater in
coded systems than they are in uncoded systems.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we derive the snapshot CRB of frequency
offset estimation using an arbitrary periodic received training
structure shown in Fig. 1. Within the subblocks, subblocks
with block indexes are used in the estimation
and the observation vector is given in (17). The likelihood
function, given the parameters , takes the form

(A-1)

where is the vector norm-square, and are trial values
of and . Following the same approach as in [18], we obtain
the snapshot CRB for the estimation of as

CRB (A-2)

where

(A-3)

(A-4)

(A-5)

After some manipulation, we have

(A-6)

(A-7)

(A-8)

(A-9)

where is the all-one matrix and is a diagonal
matrix with ones at non-zero eigenvalues of and zeros oth-
erwise (i.e., is obtained by replacing nonzero elements of
from (52) with ones). Note that in (A-8), a pseudoinverse is ap-
plied if is not of full rank. Then the terms from (A-2) are
given by

(A-10)

(A-11)

(A-12)

Finally, substituting (A-12) into (A-2) gives the snapshot CRB.
Note that this CRB is derived for joint estimation of frequency
offset and channel. The identifiability of an -tap channel re-
quires a full-rank . A rank-deficient results in a perfor-
mance degradation as can be seen from the simulation results or
theoretical MSE derived in Appendix E. Hence, we consider a
full-rank in our design. Then and the snapshot CRB
is given by

CRB
SNR

CRB

(A-13)

APPENDIX B

In this appendix, we will prove that there always exists a
structure with an even number of training signal subblocks
which has a smaller snapshot CRB than a structure with an odd
number of training signal subblocks.

Consider three training signal structures with ,
, and training signal subblocks. The corre-

sponding best subblock location index vectors are given by

(B-1)

(B-2)

(B-3)

From (22), we obtain

CRB

(B-4)
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CRB

(B-5)

CRB

(B-6)

where , , and are the energy of a received
training signal subblock for the structures , , and

, respectively, and is a constant. For a
fixed transmitted training signal energy and a given channel, we
have

(B-7)

(B-8)

Substituting (B-7) and (B-8) into (B-4), (B-5), and (B-6) gives

CRB (B-9)

CRB (B-10)

CRB (B-11)

where

(B-12)

(B-13)

(B-14)

Let where . Then we have

(B-15)
where

Since , is a convex function. Since

(B-16)

does not cross the zero line (the -axis of the plot)
and we immediately obtain , i.e.,

(B-17)

Hence, we have either , or , or both
and are larger than . This result together with (B-9),

(B-10), and (B-11) implies that there always exists a structure
with an even number of training subblocks ( or )
which has a smaller CRB than a structure with an odd number
of training signal subblocks .

APPENDIX C

This appendix presents an analytical solution for . First
we treat as a continuous variable. After a straight-forward
calculation of yields

(C-1)

Then the roots of the above cubic expression are obtained by
Cardano’s formula [24] as

(C-2)

(C-3)

(C-4)

where

(C-5)

(C-6)

(C-7)

(C-8)

(C-9)

A direct calculation for the values of the three roots gives that
, , and

. Recall that the valid range of is .
Hence, we just need to consider . Next, from the fact that

at is positive, we conclude that is
a minimum point. If is within the valid range, is either

or . If , then . Then can
be obtained as

(C-10)

which has been corroborated by the numerical result in Fig. 4.

APPENDIX D

This appendix derives the pdf of defined in (38). We can
express as

(D-1)
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(D-2)

where and

(D-3)

(D-4)

Note that independent zero-mean complex Gaussian random
variables result in i.i.d. zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variables with a variance of 1/2 per real dimen-
sion. The approach can be applied for correlated , but
for simplicity, we consider independent . Suppose there
are nonzero distinct values of denoted by

and the number of ’s with the same
value is . Define

(D-5)

Then are independent Chi-square random variables with
DOFs. We have

(D-6)

and from [25] we obtain the pdf of as

(D-7)

where

(D-8)

(D-9)

(D-10)

(D-11)

(D-12)

(D-13)

APPENDIX E

In this appendix, we derive , the variance of the energy of
a received training subblock. Equation (38) can be expressed as

trace (E-1)

and the first and second moments of are given by

trace (E-2)

trace

trace (E-3)

where and . After some manipulations,
(E-3) can be expressed as

(E-4)

where

if
if
if
else.

(E-5)
Then, from (E-2), (E-4) and (E-5), we obtain the variance of
as

(E-6)

APPENDIX F

This appendix presents the MSE of the LS channel estima-
tion MSE using an arbitrary training signal. We assume a
perfect frequency synchronization (or a negligible residual fre-
quency offset after frequency offset estimation and compen-
sation). After frequency offset compensation, the observation
vector of length for the LS chanel estimation is given by

(F-1)
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where is a zero-mean, circularly symmetric, complex
Gaussian noise vector with a covariance matrix of . The
LS channel estimate is given by

(F-2)

(F-3)

(F-4)

where a pseudo-inverse is applied if the training matrix is
rank-deficient. The channel estimation MSE is obtained by

MSE (F-5)

trace

(F-6)

(F-7)

where represents -th diagonal element of from (52) and
is the number of ’s having zero value. For a full-rank

, the first term in (F-7) vanishes. Note that (F-7) is minimized
when all ’s are constant which corresponds to the MSE-min-
imizing optimal training signal for the LS channel estimation.

APPENDIX G

This appendix presents how to obtain a robust value for
the proposed training structure. Applying the method of [18] on
our training structure gives the following maximum-likelihood
frequency offset estimator:

(G-1)

where is the search range of and is the likelihod
metric defined by

(G-2)

The proposed training structure with optimal value gives a
better snapshot CRB and average CRB than other values, but
gives a better MSE only at moderate and high SNR. At low
SNR, the optimal value yields more outliers due to large
sidelobes of the likelihood metric. We can design a robust
value for which the sidelobes of its likelihood metric are less
than some threshold. We find that the threshold of about 0.75
of the mainlobe peak would be a good design choice. For sim-
plicity in the robust design, we can replace with the cor-
responding transmitted training signal where

Fig. 18. Normalized likelihood metric of frequency offset estimation for the
proposed training structure and the conventional structure using the same system
resource (i.e., K = 2K + 1).

is the transmitted subblock signal. By plot-
ting the normalized likelihood metric for
different values, we can obtain a robust value. As an ex-
ample, the normalized likelihood metrics for the proposed struc-
ture with , and , and the conventional
structure with and are shown in Fig. 18. The
proposed structure has a sharper mainlobe than the conventional
structure, but also has larger sidelobes. We notice that
does not satisfy the robust design criterion, but does.
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